Marketing Pack

Congratulations, you’ve decided to start marketing and selling your
own yarn. There are a few key questions to ask yourself:


What are you selling?



Who are you selling it to, and how?



And what’s special about it?

What are you selling?
Know your fibre!
Consider the versatility and limitations of the fibre that you have to work with.
British Wool has seven classifications for wool:
Fine breeds: downland types that produce dense fleeces with lots of spring to
them, including Dorset (Horn, Poll and Down), Portland, Ryeland, Southdown
and Suffolk. They can be spun to make a knitting or a weaving yarn, giving
good bulk and body when woollen spun, and a smooth yarn when worsted
spun.
Medium breeds are often overlooked and can be varied when it comes to
quality. Breeds such as the Border Leicester, Llanwenog, Lleyn, Romney and
Texel make knitting and weaving yarns which are as good the fine breeds, but
will often make a better product when worsted spun. Other medium breeds
such as the Devon Closewool, Halfbred Scotch and Halfbred-Welsh have
varying fibre quality. The best fleeces of these breed can be used for hand
knitting yarn while the lower quality are better for weaving yarn.
Crossbreeds are underestimated. Mules were created for meat production,
but the influence of the Bluefaced Leicester sire often means that they can
have fleeces that are very good for hand knitting and weaving yarns. The same
can be said for the Masham; the Teeswater sire gives this breed a lustrous,
locked fleece which makes an equally lustrous yarn.
Lustre breeds can be split into three
groups. The first group contains
breeds such as the Bluefaced
Leicester, Teeswater and
Wensleydale: higher quality, versatile
and sought after. The second group
consists of Cotswolds, Leicester

Longwools and Lincoln Longwools: these have fibre length and lustre but tend
to be coarser, so a worsted spun yarn often improves them. The third group
includes Devon & Cornwall Longwool, Greyface Dartmoor and Whiteface
Dartmoor: these are the coarsest and are not suitable for knitting yarn, so are
normally blended with a second fibre and then turned into twine for weaving.
They require an addition of at least 50% of another breed in order to spin
properly.
Hill breeds are used for knitting yarn but the fleeces selected must be of the
highest possible quality. Shetland is one of the softest breeds in the United
Kingdom; Cheviot, Exmoor Horn and White
Faced Woodland can make hard wearing but
versatile yarns.
Mountain breeds are hardy with long, kempy
fleeces are to keep out the weather. We’d
advise avoiding these for yarn production as
the fibre is coarser and more scratchy than other breeds. A Mule is created by
crossing these breeds with a Bluefaced Leicester, so some Mule fleeces will
carry the mountain characteristics of their dams.
Naturally coloured breeds—any breed that isn’t white—are the final category
that British Wool recognises. The softest are Castlemilk Moorit, Jacob, Manx
Loaghtan, Shetland and Soay—comparable to the fine group. Black Welsh
Mountain, Badger Face and Zwartbles are more hardwearing but still suitable
for knitwear; Herdwick, Boreray and North Ronaldsay breeds should be
assessed on an individual basis. Herdwick could be used to make material for
upholstery and outdoor jackets.
Alpaca is most commonly used for knitting yarn as it is soft enough to be worn
close to the skin by adults and children, and when woven it makes gorgeous
throws. There are three grades of alpaca: firsts are the top quality (knitting and
weaving yarn), seconds can be used for yarn but are coarser (consider blending
with a sheep fibre such as Jacob), thirds are the lowest quality and shouldn’t be
used in any yarns, blended or pure. These are best suited for stuffing pillows
and duvets.

Mohair is variable in quality. Adult mohair is often blended with nylon to be
used in fine sock knitting yarns, but can be used for both knitting and weaving
yarns too. Young goat makes a high quality knitting or weaving yarn, and kid is
soft enough to use as a knitting yarn.

Other uses for your fleece…
If you have a breed which is not suitable for knitting or weaving yarn, you could
look at its use in bedding, to stuff pillows, cushions and duvets. It can also be
woven by hand on a pegloom to create hardwearing mats for muddy boots that
can be put in the washing machine; as it felts it becomes denser and more
durable.
The coarseness of a fibre doesn’t matter if it is not something that is going to
be used next to the skin, and it’s an opportunity to use all qualities of fleece
produced by the flock.

An example of a good use of fibre would be:
Best fleeces (top 10%-20% depending on the size of your flock) made
into a high quality knitting yarn for retail at a premium price.
Depending on the breed the premium aspect could be emphasised by
the addition of a small percentage of a fibre such as silk.
Good fleeces look to blend with a fibre such as alpaca to improve the
handle or make into a weaving yarn for throws and rugs.
Low quality fleeces washed and teased to make stuffing for pillows etc.
Dags, kempy, fibre with tup colouring is best used in the garden as slug
deterrents, insulation for pots over the winter and as a mulch. Birds
also love fibre for nesting materials.

Who are you selling it to, & how?
Know your market!
Customers from the luxury end of the market will expect the very best product
possible, and pay extra because the fibre is very soft, or colourful, or has a
different fibre added such as alpaca, mohair, rose or silk.
Experienced knitters know what they like and don’t like. If you are targeting
colour work, then it is crucial to have a varied range of colours and tones that
can be used individually or as a group. Specialist yarns such as laceweight
often command a higher price, because knitters get a lot more length for their
money of this ultra-fine yarn.
Those that are new knitters look for yarn that is affordable and easy to work
with. This sort of yarn is usually a double knit or thicker as these knit into
projects more quickly.
Hand dyers often want to buy yarns in quantity, per kilogram as opposed to per
ball, if they are dying for resale rather than their own use and will expect
discounts for bulk.
Stockists will buy larger quantities (as they are selling to knitters) but as a
result will expect a lower price as they need to put on a mark-up. Usually
stockists expect to pay around 60% of your retail price, and you can ask them
to make a minimum order.

Where to sell:
Etsy, Facebook Business page, local markets, yarn shows, local stockists, craft
fairs, website, your own B&B, pub, hotel or farm shop.
The easiest way to reach a lot of people at a relatively low cost is by selling
online, either through your own website or a selling platform (Etsy / Folksy).
There will be charges for selling online usually of 1-2% of the value of the
order.
Local shops may stock your yarn; you may either be paid a wholesale price
(usually 60% of retail), or will get sale or return terms. This could be a good
way to turn over stock and get a return with minimal effort, but you should
expect a lower return.
Specialist shows such as Wonderwool, Woolfest and Yarndale take place
throughout the year. There is potential to sell and get your name known as the
shows may have over 5000 visitors, but accommodation, travel and the cost of
the trade stand mean shows can be expensive as if they are not local.
Building your own website is cheap and easy but we’d advise you invest in a
decent photographer. Great photos sell products and it’s certainly worth
spending more to get a higher quality set of pictures, that you can also use on
your social media feed.
Useful Websites:
www.woolsack.org
Woolsack will advertise your yarn free of charge if you provide them with a
brief bit of information and contact details.
www.britishwool.org.uk
British Wool is a good resource for the most up to made fibre prices
www.campaignforwool.org
The Campaign for Wool aims to educate people about the uses of wool and
promotes the fibre globally.
www.etsy.co.uk
A selling platform that offers low-cost and easy entry to the selling market.

Creating textiles
Have you ever wanted to sell your own throws, blankets, beanies and duvets; or
furnish your B&B rooms or holiday cottages with unique and bespoke products
created from your own sheep?
As well as selling yarn for hand knitting, you could consider creating woven or
knitted textiles to use in on-farm accommodation, or for customers to buy
online or in farm shops.
If you have hotel rooms or B&B at your farm, furnishing them with your own
home-reared woollen products adds a lovely personal touch, and your guests
could buy one of these textiles to take home with them.
At the Natural Fibre Company we can offer a turn-key service for finished
textiles, both woven and machine
knitted. We can work with you to
develop a design, colour scheme
and a first batch, and create
beautiful woven or machine
knitted products that you can
then sell under your own label
and brand.
You will need to make a decision
between creating one-size
products (cushions, beanies,
throws, blankets, duvets, scarves) and multi-size (mittens, clothing). You will
need to consider how and where you will store it, manage returns, and if you
wish to sell online you will need to consider shipping and distribution as per
knitting yarn.

Costs
You need to test the feasibility of the project by running a few simple
sums to monitor your costs, which will also help you to work out your
profit margin so you know how much you can sell it for—either direct
to customers or to stockists.

Cost per kilogram:
(Cost of shearing x number of fleeces) + Cost of processing
No. kilograms produced
For example:
Shearing costs £1 per sheep and you use 10 fleeces, processing to a
knitting yarn in 50g balls with bands costs £830 and gives you 12kg of
yarn, which equates to 240 balls.
(£1 x 10) + £830
12
Cost per kilogram: £70
£70
240

Cost per ball: £2.92

Selling price:
Be realistic! Chunky Herdwick yarn will not achieve the same price as a
laceweight Merino. Most yarns will sell for between £4 and £8 per 50g
ball, (£80-160 per kilogram) depending on what they are. Your markup will dictate your gross profit.

Selling price – cost = profit
For example: £4.00 - £2.92 = £1.08 profit

Your gross profit will be reduced by the costs of selling the product:
advertising, promotion, phone calls, travel, packaging, storage, etc.
You can usually charge for postage, but it’s sometimes a sticking point
so it might work to offer free postage from time to time, in the UK
(overseas is more expensive) or for orders over a certain value.

Gross profit – marketing and overhead costs = net profit
For example: £1.08- £0.52 = £0.56 net profit (which is £11.20 per
kilogram)

If you had sold the balls at £8 each and the costs were all the same,
your net profit would be £4.56 per ball, which is £91.20 per kilogram!

And what’s special about it?
To understand your brand, ask yourself these key questions about
yourself and your intended customers:
WHO are you?
WHAT is your overall aim?
WHERE are you based?
WHEN do you need to start
planning?
WHY are you doing this?
HOW much can you spend (time,
money, energy)?

WHO are your customers?
WHAT is your product?
WHERE will you sell?
WHEN will your product be
available?
WHY should people buy your
product?
HOW will you promote your
product?

These questions will help you to describe your product in ways which
will attract buyers: who you are, information about your farm and
animals, breeds, and your reasons for making yarn. People buy things
they want or need, but also make their choices based on emotional
connections with the products, such as brand identity, locality, values
and environmental considerations, availability, repeatability, reliability,
and, of course, price. Price is not necessarily cheapness and may also
be value for money: buying something that is beautiful and will last a
long time will justify a higher price.
Write an initial description of the product, then take a look at the many
examples on the Woolsack.org website and Natural Fibre Company case
studies for ideas on how other people describe themselves and their
products. Your band design and labelling should encapsulate how
you’re pitching your brand. Good Luck with your venture!

